How can policy + design yield safer, more disaster-resilient communities?

**Issue Forum and Reception**

**Wednesday, June 25, 2014**
5:30 – 8 p.m.

**National Building Museum**
401 F Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
202.272.2448

**Florida International University, U.S. Senator Bill Nelson, Congressman Mario Diaz-Balart and the Members of the Florida Delegation**

Invite you to a critical issue forum and reception that will address how federal, state and local policies, along with innovations in design can yield safer, more disaster-resilient communities.

A national leader in hurricane-mitigation research, FIU takes national stage with its one-of-a-kind hurricane simulator, the 12-fan Wall of Wind, an interactive feature of a new exhibition at the National Building Museum in downtown Washington, D.C.